Spring brings reconstruction of the Economy Lot at Dayton International Airport
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With spring finally here, the time has also arrived to reconstruct the Economy Parking Lot at Dayton
International Airport. Beginning in April, work will begin to completely reconstruct this surface lot.
During the construction project, the Economy Lot will remain open, and the Overflow Parking Lot will open
when spaces are needed. Both lots have the new flat rate of $4.95 per day, making these lots the most
economical of on-airport parking choices.
The DAYrider courtesy shuttle will take passengers from the shuttle booths in these lots to the front entrance
of the terminal. The safety and convenience of visitors to the airport are of prime importance. Digital signage is
provided on Airport Access Road to help guide visitors upon arrival to the best parking choice.
The airport has four other options for on-airport parking, including the recently re-opened and newly
reconstructed Long Term Parking Lot as just one alternative. This lot is just a short walk on the dedicated
pedestrian walkway through the covered garage to the front of the terminal. At a maximum price of $14 per
day, this lot includes more than 1,100 parking spaces. New LED lighting keeps this lot well-lit, making it easy
to locate vehicles at any time of day. The DAYrider courtesy shuttle is also available for convenience.
"The Airport is known for easy to and through travel," said Terrence Slaybaugh, director of Dayton
International Airport. "Having convenient, affordable and safe parking is critical to the value and convenience
we offer visitors."
Reconstruction of the Airport's Economy Parking Lot has a scheduled completion of late summer 2017.
Handicap parking also is available at the lowest posted hourly/daily parking rate in the garage, the Short Term
Lot and near shuttle pick-ups in the Long Term and Economy Lots. The DAYrider courtesy shuttles are liftequipped.

For additional parking information, call 937-898-1555. For more information about Dayton International
Airport, visit flydayton.com.
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